Upwork: Reimagining the Future of Work
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Inter-operable Workplace Technologies

(project-based workers carry their own email system, their software, hardware, mobile, and project management system)
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Workplace of the Future: Lonely

http://www.flickr.com/photos/stubramley/213020877
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Work-Life Balance is Precarious

http://www.flickr.com/photos/classblog/5136926303
Local Shared Spaces
(work, gardens, rec centers)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/lucyhot/4536613520
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Continuous Development Cycle

http://www.flickr.com/photos/wflupublicradio/6589076741
Nothing is ever "done"

Psychological impact of "always unfinished" projects
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/anitafarmer/5105289345
Discrete Training Bursts

Continuous Training Cycle